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NOTIFICATION

The following is the short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally 

eligible to be called for the interview, subject to the verification of the Original documents, for selection to 

the post of  WORKS MANAGER - Statewide  (Category No. 548/2014 ) (Direct Recruitment) in 

STATE WATER TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT on Rs21240-37040/- on the basis of the Objective Type 

Test (OMR) held on 08/04/2016.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, 

indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test.  

:

:

0471-2447201

Trivandrum

HEAD OFFICE, TRIVANDRUM

72 /17/ ER IV.B

Main List

101179 101374 101790 102671 103590 103832

103853 103913 104824 106801

Supplementary List

Ezhava

100537 100823 101189 101352 101544 104629

106648

Scheduled Caste

101424 102836 105523 105539 105710

Scheduled Tribe

103481 103818 104543 104630 106898

Muslim

101010 102020 103631 103830 105746 106084

Latin Catholics/A.I.

100408 100719 102491 103528 104966

O.B.C.

100312 100740 104292 105880 106561

Viswakarma

100821 101956 103728 103749 105820

SIUC Nadar

100049 100768 100770 100962 101283



2 WORKS MANAGER

  Statewide 

O.X.

101171 103345 103673 105806 106376

Dheevara

103560 105090 106031 106181 106201

Hindu Nadar

100169 100602 101103 101116 101275

Office of the

Kerala Public Service Commission

Note(1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject to  scrutiny and admission of  

application on absolute basis.  Inclusion of Register  numbers in the short list does not confer any right on 

the candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

Note(2) The list has been  prepared by including the number of candidates who have secured top marks in 

the OMR Test. 

Note(3) The candidates who have secured 53 (Fifty three) marks and above are included in the Main List of 

the short list and the requisite marks have been lowered to the extent necessary in respect of the 

Supplementary list.

 Note(4) Candidates included in the Short list should upload the scanned documents in proof of their date of 

birth ,community benefit,educational qualifications,additional qualifications(if any),experience and other 

claim as in their profile,before verification and produce the original documents for verification.Date,Time and 

Venue of verification and interview for the candidates included in this short list will be published in due 

course.

,Trivandrum

SECRETARY

Note(5)SC/ST candidates included in the Short list are required to produce  community certificates issued by 

the Revenue Authority as per Rule(1) of Kerala(SC/ST)Regulation of issue of community certificate 

Rules,2002.Other Backward Classes included in this list who are required to produce Non-Creamy layer 

Certificate as per G.O(P)No.81/2009/SC/ST/DD dated 26.09.2009 shall produce the same along with the 

other documents mentioned above at the time of verification of original documents.

Note(6) Candidates whose Register Numbers are invalidated are advised to refer to Notification No :

 ER IV.B(1)6626/2016/EW

KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION


